MESSER
LaborChart helps general contractor
save time and money

THE PROBLEM

THE RESULTS

Messer Construction Co., headquartered in Cincinnati, Ohio, needed a way to unify
its approach to workforce management. The general contractor, a billion-dollar
company, had utilized a combination of legacy software systems and manual
processes to oversee labor scheduling. This approach was not working.

LaborChart’s streamlined platform fundamentally changed Messer’s workforce
management process. Instead of losing time every day in attempting to sync data
between oﬄine and online management techniques, Messer’s project teams could
simply open up the cloud-based platform and run with it.

As new systems became available, management teams were discovering that
existing and outdated software failed to communicate easily with the new programs.
Messer envisioned a platform that could grow with its business, integrating with its
existing workforce data and help to analyze project decisions. The general contractor
wanted to get a better understanding of the labor data in its system to make it easier
to add new data, as well as generate reports around existing projects. They needed
LaborChart.

THE SOLUTION
Messer and LaborChart designed a robust, custom answer for a number of key
project metrics. The integration with Viewpoint made it possible to manage project
dates, staﬀ schedules, labor availability and location. Team leaders were also able to
monitor the status of certiﬁcations and send assignment alerts.
To help employees buy-in, LaborChart and Messer used a phased roll-out approach
to showcase the new platform. LaborChart’s customer service team quickly answered
questions and used feedback from the Messer team to create a positive customer
experience throughout the adoption process.

“With LaborChart, we’re able to track schedules, forecast
needs, view project start and end dates, manage workforce
requests and communicate to ﬁeld staﬀ all in one place.”
- Amber Gregory, Business Analyst

Information was now available for oﬃce and ﬁeld employees at their ﬁngertips. The
information could be easily merged and exported into reports that gave a holistic
picture instead of project snapshots so Messer could focus on eﬃciently staﬃng up
and down.

Learn more about what LaborChart can do for your company.
Contact us for a demo at laborchart.com.
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HEADQUARTERS:
Cincinnati, Ohio
United States

COMPANY SIZE:
1,000+ employees

COMPANY TYPE:
General Contractor

Messer provides unmatched leadership of complex, commercial construction
projects specializing in Aviation, Federal/Military, Health Care, Higher Education,
Industrial, and Science and Technology.
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